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Giving thanks for a great year
This past year proved a
wild and crazy one for
Sparks Reed. Change was
its theme. We have
grown, blessed with more
clients and very exciting
projects. We even
survived a tornado! That
is a lot to take in and
process, and to be
thankful for.
We are so thrilled to
welcome Putnam City
Schools to our client list,
with three new and
appealing projects.
David Reed
To meet their needs and
others, we saw the Sparks
Reed team grow more this year than any
before. We added seven talented people,
and we had three interns from the
Oklahoma State University School of
Architecture join us for our whirlwind
summer.
That season ended with one of our
company’s most dramatic events. We woke
on a calm Sunday morning to find our
office building had been hit by a tornado in
the middle of the night. Fortunately, no one
was in the building during that Aug. 5
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storm, and all of our team
members were safe and
sound at home.
As this year comes to a
close and we take time to
reflect, it is more clear than
ever how fortunate we are.
We have been blessed with
outstanding clients with
great projects. I want to
personally say “thank you”
to our exceptional team
members who have worked
so hard to make this
memorable. Their
commitment to our clients’
needs helped us meet and
exceed all expectations. We
look forward to 2018 with great
enthusiasm and gratitude for the work we
have been entrusted with, and for the
relationships we continue to build with our
clients. We understand this is a service
industry, and we are grateful for the
opportunity to serve.
May you all enjoy a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year!
David Reed is a principal and co-founder of
Sparks Reed Architecture and Interiors.

“I grew up watching my dad, the
architect. I worked in his office in the
summers while in high school, and
that's when I really learned about
interior design. I always loved art and
design, and thought this career would
be a good fit. I became drawn to the
idea that creating thoughtful spaces
based on a sensitivity to the end
users could actually impact them in a
measurable and positive way.”
— Jill Selman, daughter of Gary Sparks.
Both are co-founders of Sparks Reed
Architecture and Interiors
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Trends in stadium design

Sweeping changes to meet changing interests, needs

Stadium
design
strategies
are
undergoing sweeping changes to meet
evolving consumer interests, growing
athletic program aspirations, and
emerging campus needs. These changes
range from reduced or flexible seating
capacity and advanced fan services to
broadened multipurpose capabilities
and sustainability in both design and
function, all while satisfying everpresent security concerns.
“Today, the brutal, purely-functional
forms, that rather dominated stadiums
in the ‘80s and ‘90s, look tired and
lacking in vision," AECOM Global
Sport’s Clive Lewis told CNN in a recent
article. "A subtler form of sports
architecture is emerging."
Many of these changes reflect one
evolving trend: increasingly fickle
consumers face ever-more competition
for their time and money. Resulting
shifts in fan participation are forcing
stadium operators to seek year-round
usage for these facilities, either as
meeting space, events hosting, or
athletic offices and infrastructure.
“Sports has more competition today
than ever to bring in the fan base,” said
Gary Sparks, a co-founder of Sparks
Reed Architecture and Interiors of Tulsa.
“Especially at the college level, if you’re
not winning on the field, you’ve got to
figure out a way to get people to come to
those events. It’s not easy to fill a
stadium or arena. The competition is off
the chart. You’ve got to figure out a way,
a compelling way, to get people to want
to spend the money and the time and
make it a higher priority than anything
else that is going on.”
A 2012 survey by Cisco suggested
more than half (57 percent) of sports
fans prefer watching the game at home.
Millennials prove especially fickle,
according to research by sports

Hot topics to watch
Heightened aesthetics
Improved technology/amenities
Multipurpose
functionality
Sustainability
Security
demographer Rich Luker, with those
between ages 12 to 34 delivering the
largest declining sports fan base.
"To reach that audience, many sporting
venues are moving to accommodate the
social interaction component fans
desire," said Sparks Reed co-founder
David Reed.
Many new stadiums use high-powered
wi-fi systems and apps to deliver food to
individual customers, provide instant
replays from multiple camera angles,
and broadcast commercials to fans who
can’t go without, according to a recent
Curbed.com article. Some architects see
this spreading into in-house content
generation or virtual reality.
"You've got to have all those toys
because, otherwise, you're going to stay
home," Sparks said of fan motivations.
"If you can't figure out a way to appeal

to millennials, you're in trouble, because
that's the current and future of your
audience."
While extending direct services to
individuals, many new stadium designs
also boost their retail, dining, and other
interactive options for the wandering
fan to explore while at the venue.
“Sometimes people want to spend
more time interacting with each other
and still have time to see the event,” said
Reed. “We’re designing venues to
provide more social activities spaces as
opposed to staying in your seat.”
The first strategy in competing for
consumer time remains architecture's
age-old foundation — attractive design
aesthetics. Creating a modern landmark
to amaze observers and develop fans.
See TRENDS, page 5

Making a

big
impact
with a
small space
Seeking to make a better
impression on recruits,
Oral Roberts University
asked Sparks Reed
Architecture and Interiors
to renovate the Tulsa,
OK., school’s men’s and
women’s basketball
operations areas. These
changes had to withstand
potential scratches,
jarring impacts, and other
mishaps, for these ORU
programs share Mabee
Center corridors used for
concerts and other arena
presentations. That led
Sparks Reed to design a
package of improved
finishes, colorful graphics,
and lighting
enhancements celebrating
ORU’s sports heritage, all
able to endure heavy wear
and tear. Their work so
impressed university
leaders, SR expanded its
refinements to the
basketball meeting and
conditioning rooms. “It all
shows what a big impact
you can make in a small
space with wall graphics,
plastic laminates, signage,
paint,” said SR principal Jill
Selman. “It doesn’t seem like
that much, and yet it makes a
huge diﬀerence.”

See more examples of
Sparks Reed’s amazing works at

sparksreed.com!
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Trends, Continued from Page 3
Inspiring loyal consumers who simply enjoy going to
the stadium, walking its halls, and gazing across its
vistas, year after year, even when teams on the field
fail to shine.
"Architecture should add to the drama of an event,"
London Aquatics Centre’s Jim Heverin said in a
recent CNN article. "By doing so, it can encourage
repeat usage and positive association with the facility.
Architecture can do this in many ways, from large
gestures such as the overall design, down to the small
gestures, like the quality of its finishes."
"We want to design features that excite fans the
second or third time they come back to the same
building," HOK’s Bill Johnson told Curbed.com. "The
built environment is becoming more and more
activated with technology, where it was static before."
Winning designs gain a modern appeal not just
from using new materials and amenities, but
increasing consumer interests in environmental
stewardship and sustainability.
“Sports teams are just now beginning to scratch the
surface on what a truly environmentally sensitive
building might look like,” HOK’s Brad Schrock told
Sports Business Daily. “Sports facilities that are truly
woven into their urban environments and encourage
mixed-use development, walkability, facilitate
connections to public transit, and encourage activity
365 days a year, are the framework for sustainable
solutions.”
That call for sustainability returns its focus to
multipurpose flexibility. The more revenue a stadium
may generate from non-athletic events, the more
sustainable its operation will prove. To meet this
need, many designers are using more temporary
seating, or simply reducing seating capacity, while
boosting a stadium's flexible hospitality space.
“The next generation of sports facility will provide
more diversification of amenities inside and outside
the venue, catering to fans of all ages and
backgrounds, not just the premium-seat customer,”
HNTB’s Gerardo Prado said in a recent issue of
Sports Business Daily. “Venues will continue to
increase the number of uniquely branded concourses,
seating zones, plazas, clubs, and social zones to better
connect with fans and cultivate the future generation
of sports fans.”
Many high school and college campuses are crosspurposing stadium functionality with daily academic
life, reviving trends of earlier generations.
“Stadiums, especially on campuses, are integrating
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Finding

newuses
for
old
spaces
As part of its Service Center
renovation, Tulsa Public
Schools set aside a first-floor
oﬃce hallway junction for a
new hall of fame, one honoring sports, band, cheer, and all
other district extracurricular activities. The Sparks Reed
Architecture and Interiors staﬀ modified
the open oﬃce space while adding
vibrant wall, floor and ceiling finishes
and decor to develop character and
streamline aesthetics. Specially
designed graphics created dedicated
spaces to honor hall of fame inductees
and state champions, while six island
display cases showed oﬀ historic
memorabilia. “The design captures the
excitement, enthusiasm, and passion
about extracurricular activities,” said
David Reed, principal and co-founder of
Sparks Reed. “It’s also given TPS a new
place to show oﬀ their programs.”

academics, year-round dining, membership
clubs, and community activities,” Populous’s Sherri
Privitera told Sports Business Daily.
Many campuses integrate student-athlete training,
rehabilitation services, and academic centers into
stadium projects, along with coaches offices and
multipurpose meeting rooms.
“Student-athlete welfare has become a major point
of emphasis within collegiate athletics,” HOK’s Nate
Appleman told Sports Business Daily. “To that end,
design and construction of training facilities has been
a significant driver within the industry.”
All this must be achieved while emphasizing safety

and efficient traffic flow for those within the facility.
This demand reflects not just today's high-profile
concerns, but everyday needs as storm shelters,
health care services, and communications networks.
“If you have a campus and you want to get a lot of
people in a safe environment, a stadium would be a
good place to do it,” said Sparks, who was one of the
principal designers behind Oklahoma State
University’s Pickens Stadium and Gallagher-Iba
Arena projects. “You can accommodate 10,000 people
at Pickens Stadium, easily.”
Through these changes, stadium designers seek to

rejuvenate not just the fan experience, but the
surrounding neighborhood or campus. Successful
stadiums have proven catalysts for real estate
development, commercial growth, and tax collection.
“In urban areas, the trend has to be more
multipurpose planning, i.e., housing, shopping and
recreational complexes adjacent to or part of the
stadium,” said Sparks. “Stadiums will be smaller as
the market shrinks and competition for time and
dollars increase. Technology will drive a great deal of
what is built in the future. Even the whole
transportation thing will change how we design
venues.”
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EMPLOYEE NEWS

A good marriage of a professional and personal life
Meet Bryan Broaddrick, the newest
member of the Sparks Reed Architecture
and Interiors team!
This job marks a personal goal for the
30-year-old Broaddrick, who developed
his design interests in high school while
pursuing another love, baseball.
“I have always enjoyed attending
sporting events and seeing the
atmosphere generated inside these
venues,” he said. “It thrills me to be able
to create spaces that give people that
excitement.”
That taps one of Sparks Reed’s
specialties. Its founding partners have a
strong background in stadium and arena
design, ranging from public school
facilities to landmarks like Oklahoma
State
University’s
Boone
Pickens
Stadium and Gallagher-Iba Arena.
“One thing I think our society has lost
is a sense of community,” said Broaddrick. “With the work we do
here, we have the opportunity to help bring people together.”
Broaddrick has served two other Tulsa firms since graduating
from OSU in December 2014. He hopes to obtain his license next year.
“I worked with Tyler Sappington at another firm,” said
Broaddrick. “After Tyler came here, he reached out to me and asked if
I was interested in working on athletic facilities, which Sparks Reed
has expertise in. It seemed like a good marriage of my personal life
and my professional life.”
Since assembling his first Lincoln Logs, Broaddrick has enjoyed
seeing how things come together and work.
“I took a couple of drafting classes in (Oologah, OK) high school,
and that sparked my interest in architecture,” he said. “The ability to
represent three-dimensional objects in two-dimensional space
fascinated me, and led me into this profession.”
This curiosity also led him into guitar picking, woodworking, and
other hobbies.
“I just enjoy general mechanical projects,” he said. “Currently I’m
working on restoring a motorcycle.”
Broaddrick marks the seventh hire for Sparks Reed
(sparksreed.com) this year. Having fully recovered from the August
tornado that wrecked their former Tulsa home, the 12-employee firm
operates from temporary offices at 1401 S. Denver Ave.
“We believe architecture is a team sport, and we are very excited
to welcome Bryan to our team!” said Sparks Reed principal and cofounder David Reed. “He brings a strong passion for architecture and
athletics.”

Bryan Broaddrick at work

Bryan Broaddrick

makeover

Extreme
Like many automotive
dealerships in recent
years, Classic
Chevrolet faced
manufacturer-required
upgrades to its
decades-old Owasso,
OK, headquarters.
Classic also needed
solutions for its
increasing cramped
quarters. The
craftsmen at Tulsa’s
Sparks Reed
Architecture and
Interiors designed a
two-story building
that expanded the
showroom while
providing secondstory oﬃce
suites. Sparks
Reed also
upgraded the
dealership’s
service building.
“Classic loved
the finishes and
improvements,”
said Sparks
Reed principal
and co-founder
David Reed. “We
ended up doing
three more
projects for that
client!”
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Before…

…and after!
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Recovering from the storm
Many of you may have read David Reed’s November column in the Tulsa
World and Tulsa Business and Legal News. What you may not know is that
David wrote two columns for the publications. This is the one that was not
used!
On Aug. 6, central Tulsa’s Remington Tower suffered structural
damage from tornado storms. Landlord safety precautions left first-floor
tenant Sparks Reed Architecture and Interiors without access to its office
files, computers, and other vital materials. Due to the firm’s protective
safeguards, helpful friends, and hard work, principal David Reed and
other staff members were able to get Sparks Reed back to serving clients
in less than two days.
What preparations had you made for a disaster before the storm
hit?
"When we set up our office, we contracted an offsite server to back
up all of our electronic data. We did that every night. That proved
priceless because we were locked out of our office after the storm and
not granted access to our onsite server, equipment, and other files for
close to two weeks. That would have kept us from meeting our clients'
schedules."
What surprises did you face?
"How dependent we still are on paper. Our firm’s made great strides
in computer design and virtual reality displays, and yet, as an
architecture firm, we still deal quite a bit with paper drawings. And
these drawings are not cheap to print. Having to reprint a lot of these
drawings, or go back to your handwritten notes on drawings, was a
huge challenge during our two weeks that we did not have access to our
stuff."
What was your biggest problem in picking up from the storm?
"That (old paper sources) was a big problem. But our biggest
problem was just getting our temporary shelter up and running for all of
our staff. That goes back to the first question. It was a surprise of sorts,
just how important it was to have a chair to sit in, a desk to work at. We
were very fortunate. We had a lot of friends in the industry offer us
temporary quarters, and we were able to move in the very next day after
the storm. But it's not so easy, replacing all your chairs, your desks, and
all the rest of these office fixtures we take for granted. Replacing and
organizing the keyboards, the mice, the computer systems… they bring
challenges all their own. For example, the wireless mice and the keyboards
are great, but if you don't keep track of which ones go with which
connections, they're pretty much useless."

Remington Tower,
following the tornado
Sparks Reed has established
its temporary oﬃce at
1401 S. Denver Ave.,
the home of CJC Architects

What was your biggest asset?
"Our staff. To be sure, our friends were a huge blessing and help, as was
the offsite storage, but our staff, they were vital. Our people were really
troopers in adjusting and just making do. They put in a lot of overtime, and
yet we had no real complaints. They were all pitching in, learning how to

use old keyboards, unfamiliar desks, chairs. They made it work."
What would you do differently now?
"Have a contingency plan. Before the tornado hit, we didn't have a
contingency plan. We were lucky that our tornado hit after midnight Sunday.
None of our employees was in the building. If a tornado had wiped our
building while we were there, I don't think we would have known what to
do. We had no plans for that. Also, I would have worked us more towards
being a paperless office, and maybe stored hard copy drawings offsite as
well."
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Celebrating Christmas at Los Cabos!
Sparks Reed’s extended
family celebrated the
holidays and a successful
year at Los Cabos Mexican
Grill in Jenks, OK. The
company staﬀ includes,
from left to right, Kelli
Bailey, Kyle Casper, Jun
Kang Robinson, Emily
Chambers, Tyler
Sappington, Rhonda
Garrior, David Reed, Jill
Selman, and Gary Sparks.

See more pics
on page 13!
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Have a
wonderful day!
Please let us know what
you think!
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